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Several years ago, Deltek’s Federal Industry Analysis team developed a sophisticated system for estimating what the
actual federal information technology budget is every year. FIA did this because the figures released by the Office of
Management and Budget capture only a portion of yearly IT spending, meaning government contractors had only part of
the picture to work with when it came time to set strategic goals. The deficiencies in OMB-provided estimates on cloud
computing spending are no different than the overall IT figures. They also don’t capture everything that is being spent,
leading vendors to develop flawed assumptions about where money is going toward cloud efforts.
Basing strategic goals on the estimates provided by federal agencies is a big unstated risk to government contractors.
Bid and proposal dollars may be pushed in the wrong direction, sales targets may be set unrealistically high/low, etc.,
and yet these kinds of decisions are made all the time using the government’s partial data. How far off are the
government figures when it comes to spending on cloud? Let’s look at an example.
According to the Department of the Interior, it spent approximately $11.4 million on cloud services in FY 2014. The
programs on which the money was spent are:

So far so good, right? Sure, however, the numbers you see are only part of the picture. According to data from Deltek’s
Cloud Computing Database the actual amount that DOI customers spent on cloud services in FY 2014 was at least $21.6
million; $10 million more than was reported by the DOI. The table below shows these investments.

Comparing the two tables we can see that the investments listed in table one don’t match those in table two. This is
because DOI contracting personnel reported spending data by service rendered (table two), not by investment title. It
follows, therefore, that an investment called “Cloud Hosting & Support Services” could related to one of the program
investments mentioned above.
The point of this exercise is to offer a word of warning when it comes to strategic planning. The fact is that the IT
spending data provided by federal agencies is incomplete, meaning it can strongly skew our view of where a respective
agency’s IT investment dollars are going. Understanding this can make the difference between setting realistic and
unrealistic goals, so having the right tools is critical for making the best possible decisions.

